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bail by accused/petitioners Ajiiul Haque apprehending arrest in connection

with Tezpur p.S. case no. 1733120 (corresponding G.R. Case No. 2823/2020)

Uls 42014061392- of IPC'
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*.t.n rt *.,.,',*.1, Brief fatt of the case is that the informant got introduced

with one Rahul Das through facebook and a friendship developed between

them. Said Rahul Das projected himself as a tea trader and also insisted the

informant to carry on tea business with him and accordingly said Rahul Das

called the informant with a cash of Rs.3,00,000i- (Rupees three lacs) on the

pretext that he would give him some packets of tea. Accordingly, the

informant along with his wife came to Tezpur along with cash of

Rs.3,00,000/-(Rupeesthreelacs)andmetthesaidmanwhotookthe

informant a little forward and snatched away the bag containing the cash

and also a vivo mobile hand set and ran away from the place of occurrence'

Later, police was informed about the incident'

onperusalofthecasediaryitappearsthatoneaccusedhas

been arrested in connection with this case and his statement has also been

recorded. From the statement of the said accused and also from the other

materials collected during investigation it appears that the present accused/

petitioner is involved in the alleged incident who is presently absconding and

also evading arrest. It further appears from the case diary that investigation

is progressing and more evidence is likely to come during investigation of

this case. I am, therefore, of the view that grant of relief of pre-arrest bail to

the accused/petitioner at this stage of investigation is likely to adversely

affect the investigation of this case. It further appears to me that custodial

interrogation of the present accused/petitioner is extremely necessary for

the fair investigation of this case.

consequently, the prayer for pre-arrest bail stands rejected.
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Let the case diary be sent back'

Misc. case stands accordingly disposed of'
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